ABSTRACT A novel periodically forced Filippov Holling II prey-predator model by applying threshold policy control (TPC) and integrated pest management (IPM) strategies is proposed, and the periodic forcing is described as a Fourier series with different forcing terms. Our work is aim to address how periodic forcing affects dynamic behaviors of the proposed system and to reasonably realize pest control. Based on the above considerations, the relations between sliding region and sliding periodic solution of the Filippov system are analyzed. Then, the existence conditions of sliding periodic solution and its global stability are addressed. Further, numerical investigations related to bifurcation analysis of crucial parameters including the amplitude of forcing terms, economic threshold (ET ) and the frequency of forcing terms are discussed. More importantly, the real biological implications are also addressed. Our results show that the globally stable sliding periodic solution could always lie in the sliding region, which indicates that the density of pest populations cannot reach and exceed the economic injury level (EIL), namely, the pest control is successful. Moreover, the results reveal that various complex dynamics of the Filippov system contains multiple attractors coexistence, switching transients and chaotic phenomena. In addition, the attraction basins of the coexisting attractors reveal that these two populations could be monitored and tracked carefully for the successful pest control, which depends on their initial density.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to population communities are imbedded in environments with seasonal or periodic variations, periodic forces play the vital role in ecological systems [1] , [2] . Recently, periodic forces have been extensively studied in preypredator models because of its impacts on the interactions between two populations (i.e., prey and predator) [3] - [5] . These results revealed that the models with periodic forces display numerous periodic and chaotic solutions.
Therefore, to investigate and verify the effects of periodic forcing on behavior in population communities, the basic problem needs to be addressed: how are the dynamic complexities of the system affected by the seasonal variations?
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The simplest periodically forced prey-predator model refer to [4] - [6] .
1+ωx 1 (t) + ξ x 1 (t), dx 2 (t) dt = −δx 2 (t) + ηβx 1 (t)x 2 (t)
where ξ = γ (1 − f ( t)). f ( t) is the periodic forcing function as detailed in section 2. x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) denote the densities of prey and predator (or pests and nature enemies). rx 1 (t)(1 −
(t)
k ) is the typical logistic model [7] . The intrinsic growth rate of pest populations is r and its carrying capacity is denoted by k. ηβx 1 (t) 1+ωx 1 (t) belongs to the Holling II functional response with respect to the saturating number of prey, where η and β can be respectively taken as the conversion and predation rate of predator. The death rate of natural enemies is δ. γ is the amplitude of the forcing term and is its frequency.
In fact, simplifying the right side of the first equation in (1), we can obtain (r + ξ ) x 1 (t) − rx 1 2 (t) k − βx 1 (t)x 2 (t) 1+ωx 1 (t) , where the forcing term ξ represents the perturbation about r. Sabin and Summers [4] and Tang and Chen [5] have studied the predator-prey system with periodic forcing term including the existence of many periodic solutions and unusual attractors.
x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) also respectively stand for pests and natural enemies in model (1) . One issue is worthy of consideration: how seasonal variations have effects on the pest control [8] - [12] ? IPM is a well-known tactic to make the density of pest populations fall down the EIL and has been proved to be more effective than biological or chemical strategy alone [13] - [17] . The EIL is a limit value that cannot be exceeded for IPM [10] . Another important concept related to the ET that is defined as pest populations density when IPM needs to be applied to avoid the EIL being reached or exceeded [18] - [21] . Therefore, Tang and Cheke [10] , Tang [6] et al. have shown that the most important application of IPM is to prevent the density of pests from reaching or exceeding the EIL rather than eradicating it.
The TPC with respect to IPM strategies has been defined [22] - [25] . That is, when x 1 (t) < ET , x 1 (t) is the density of prey, IPM is not carried out; when x 1 (t) > ET , it will be used to make x 1 (t) less than the ET . Thus, the condition needs to be satisfied, that is ET < EIL. In general, an ET is approximately equal to 0.75 or 0.8 of the EIL and selected as the switching threshold to control the implementation of IPM strategies [9] , [10] . Meanwhile, the ET is also applied to guide the switches of discrete or continuous switching systems. For example, Xiang et al. [20] , [21] , [26] have investigated the complex dynamics in discrete switching models with the switching threshold (ET ). Sliding bifurcation analysis of Filippov prey-predator models has been addressed by Tang et al. [27] and Zhang et al. [28] .
Recently, a periodically forced Filippov (or non-smooth) prey-predator system related to complex dynamics and switching transients has been investigated and can refer to [6] . Moreover, dynamical theory of Filippov system has been used to study the switching control in SIR epidemic models [29] , [30] , biological models [31] , [32] , and in science and engineering [33] - [35] . For example, treatment measure of the outbreak of emerging infectious diseases [29] , [30] , [36] , predator-prey models for pest control [27] , Filippov Hindmarsh-Rose neuronal model with TPC [37] , switching circuits in power electronics [38] and some other switched systems [39] - [42] .
By combining TPC and IPM, a novel periodically forced Filippov Holling II prey-predator model is proposed in this paper. We mainly investigate the effects of periodic forces and TPC on the successful pest control, and also complex dynamics of the Filippov system and real biological implications with respect to pest control are addressed. In particular, the periodic forcing is a function described as a Fourier series, and the number of forcing items (N ) is considered. Our results show that as the value of N increases, the forcing amplitude decreases and the forcing frequency increases. Then, sliding mode dynamics of the system by applying the Utkin's equivalent control method [38] is investigated. Moreover, the existence conditions of sliding periodic solution of the proposed system and its global stability are also addressed. The results indicate that a periodic solution always lies in the sliding region, which is a globally stable sliding periodic solution. That is, the density of pest populations could be stable at the ET and cannot exceed the EIL (i.e., ET < EIL). Consequently, the pest control is carried out successfully such that the density of the pest can be controlled.
Further, bifurcation diagrams of key parameters indicate that there exists complex dynamics in the proposed Filippov system including multiple attractors coexistence, switching transients and chaotic phenomena. Then, attraction basins of two attractors coexistence of the system indicate that these two populations could be monitored and tracked carefully for the successful pest control, which depends on their initial density. Additionally, the numerical investigations present the occurrence of switching transients related to pest outbreaks. The results reveal that the effects of switching transients on pest control associate with the amplitude of periodic forcing term and its frequency.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in section 2, the model description and some preliminaries of the proposed model are introduced. In section 3, the sliding periodic solution of the Filippov system is discussed, which includes existence region of the sliding surface, sliding mode dynamics and stability of the sliding periodic solution. In section 4, numerical analysis of the Filippov system containing bifurcation analysis related to crucial parameters, multiple attractors coexistence and switching transients is investigated. Conclusions are drawn in section 5.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the model description and some preliminaries of the Filippov system with periodic forcing term are introduced. In particular, the periodic forcing is discussed in more detail.
The continuous predator-prey system with a Holling II functional response has been introduced by Tang et al. [43] ,
Then, combining a periodic forcing function with (2), the periodic forcing function is written as
We may not consider the infinite number of forcing terms for practical reasons in writing the Fourier series. Thus the problem is that the number of forcing terms needs to be addressed. To do this, the diagrams of function f ( t) with different values of N (i.e., the number of forcing terms) are presented in Fig.1 . When N = 1 (i.e., one forcing term), N = 3 (i.e., three forcing terms) and N = 9 (i.e., nine forcing terms) are displayed in Fig.1 from (A) to (C), which shows a periodic function. The results indicate that as the value of N increases, the forcing amplitude decreases and the forcing frequency increases. Further, an arbitrary time function f ( t) satisfies the conditions of Dirichlet and is expanded in the trigonometric series. More importantly, the function is also always suitable for biological systems.
In terms of IPM tactics, when pest population density is over the ET , control strategies are applied. When x 1 (t) < ET , the interactions between these two populations is modeled as
where the actual biological implications of all parameters have been described in introduction. Model (4) is called the free subsystem (i.e., there is no need to take any tactic). According to TPC, when x 1 (t) > ET , we consider biological and chemical control measures simultaneously, that is, spraying pesticides and releasing natural enemies are used to decrease the density of pest populations at the same time [10] . Then killing rate q 1 and releasing constant τ are introduced. So the other subsystem is written as
Model (5) is control-subsystem. There always exists an unstable steady state (0, 0) and a boundary equilibrium (k, 0) with the positive steady state in model (2).
Therefore, a Filippov system with periodic forcing term is as follows.
where [44] . Then, define two matrices
Thus system (6) is rewritten as Filippov systeṁ
where
Furthermore, the switching surface (i.e., the discontinuity boundary) is denoted by = {Z ∈ G|H (Z ) = 0} that divides G into two regions (S 1 and S 2 ). H is a smooth scale function with nonvanishing gradient H Z on . In this paper, Filippov system (7) has two subsystems that are defined as subsystem S 1 and subsystem S 2 .
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Subsystems of Filippov system (7) determine the dynamics of the whole system [4] , [5] . In the paper, the dynamics with respect to the sliding surface of Filippov system (7) and its impacts on the pest control are emphasized. Therefore, the sliding region of Filippov system (7) needs to be addressed, which is realized by using the Filippov convex method [38] and the Utkin's equivalent control method [45] .
Let
where · denotes the standard scalar product. Then the sliding mode domain can be defined as
To analyze the exhaustive dynamics of Filippov system (7), the existence region of sliding mode needs to be addressed by employing the second method mentioned above.
III. SLIDING PERIODIC SOLUTION OF FILIPPOV SYSTEM (7)
In this section, to address the sliding periodic solution of Filippov system (7), the existence region of sliding surface is investigated and the sliding mode dynamics is also analyzed. In particular, the sliding surface and sliding mode are defined as [38] , [46] for more details. Moreover, the existence and stability conditions for sliding periodic solution are also discussed.
A. EXISTENCE REGION OF THE SLIDING SURFACE
According to the definitions of σ (Z ) and H (Z ) (i.e., the switching surface), let
we have 
Thus, we have
where B =
). Because x 3 (t) = t, then substituting it into (9), we can obtain the inequalities with respect to x 2 as follows:
) and
For convenience, (10) is rewritten as
Therefore, the sliding region
can be defined [46] . The variations of predator density (or natural enemies) are observed in the sliding region while the density of prey can be controlled stably at the ET . Those are shown in Fig.2-Fig.4 . The actual biological implications with respect to the sliding domain for IPM tactics will be addressed in the next subsection. 
B. SLIDING MODE DYNAMICS AND SLIDING PERIODIC SOLUTION
To discuss the sliding mode dynamics of Filippov system (7), the Utkin's equivalent control method is used. Since x 1 = ET andḢ = 0, we can obtain the equation
Then, solving the above equation with respect to , one yields Thus, the dynamics on S can be determined by the following two equations
,
Substituting x 3 (t) = t, Q 1 , Q 2 and Q 3 into (11), then we haveẋ
solving (12) with the initial condition, that is x 2 (0) = x 20 , one yields
FIGURE 4. Relations between S (i.e., the sliding region) and x * 2 (t ) (i.e., the periodic function) denoted by (15) of Filippov system (7). The parameters are the same as shown in FIGURE 3. In particular, the period of periodic solution is
, where the LCM is the least common multiple.
Solving equation x 2 (T ) = x 20 related to x 20 , then we have
. (14) Substituting (14) into (13), then the formula of the periodic solution is obtained
x * 2 (t) is stable on S , if the condition Q 1 < 0 holds. Furthermore, the following equation
can be obtained by simple calculation. Let
then,
where C =
Next, we determine whether the periodic solution of Filippov system (7) is on the sliding region. If
holds, it lies in S . It follows equations (16) − (18) to verify whether x * 2 (t) always lies in the sliding region. To show the whole process, numerical simulations are adopted. When N = 3, the parameters are fixed in Fig.3(A) , x * 2 (t) completely lies in the green sliding region for γ = 0.1. This reveals that when the control tactics are cautiously devised, a unique x * 2 (t) exists, which belongs to the sliding mode dynamics (11) and is helpful to control pest successfully. As shown in Fig.3(B) , if the value of γ is set by 0.6, x * 2 (t) does not always lie in S and is not the sliding periodic solution. When the value of x 1 (t) is greater than the ET , pest outbreaks will occur. The results indicate that whether the solution of Filippov system (7) is on S depending on maximum value of the solution. Analogously, another case is presented in Fig.4 . Fig.5 shows that the sliding periodic orbit of Filippov system (7) generates. In Fig.5(A) and (C), there exist parallel horizontal line segments which indicate that the periodic solution of Filippov system (7) is periodically stable at the ET .
C. STABILITY OF SLIDING PERIODIC SOLUTION
The existence and stability of sliding periodic solution are the key to the success of pest control. If the condition −δ + ηβET 1+ωET − βτ q 1 (1+ωET ) < 0, that is, Q 1 < 0 holds, then x * 2 (t) is stable. As are fixed parameters of Fig.2 , Q 1 ≈ −0.712727 < 0 is obtained via calculation. The calculation results are exactly identical to the results shown in Fig.2 , which indicates that x * 2 is stable on S (i.e., the sliding region). Especially, the black dotted line with arrows in Fig.2 shows that any solution of Filippov system (7) initiating from point (x 10 ,x 20 ,0) would get close to x * 2 (t) or even coincide, which confirms that x * 2 (t) may be globally stable if the existence condition of x * 2 (t) holds. Fig.3 (N = 3) and Fig.4 (N = 6) show the relations between the sliding region and x * 2 (t), where the green region is the sliding region and red bold curve is x * 2 (t). According to the main aim of IPM tactics and the relation between ET and EIL (i.e., ET < EIL), the global stability of sliding periodic solution is crucial to take right measure. As shown in Fig.2-Fig.4 , the key parameters including ET , q 1 (i.e., killing rate) and τ (i.e., releasing rate) are chosen to make the globally stable sliding periodic solution exist, such that pest control is successful.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF FILIPPOV SYSTEM (7)
In this section, for Filippov system (7), numerical simulations about bifurcation diagrams of key parameters are used to display various dynamic behaviors. Then, the real biological implications related to IPM are also addressed.
A. BIFURCATION ANALYSIS
To investigate complex dynamics of Filippov system (7), the bifurcation diagrams of key parameters are shown. The bifurcation diagrams about parameter γ (i.e., the forcing amplitude) are displayed in Fig.6. Fig.6(A) and Fig.6 From the perspective of pest control, an important problem is that the relation between maximum density of the pest and EIL needs to be taken into account under the change of parameter γ . If the maximum density of the pest is between ET and EIL, then pest control is successful; if the maximum density of the pest exceeds EIL, then the pest cannot be controlled, that is, the pest outbreaks will take place. In Fig.6 , not only a sequence of period adding bifurcations is observed, but also complex dynamic behaviors of Filippov system (7) are displayed, which include multiple attractors coexistence, switching transients and chaotic phenomena. The bifurcation diagrams about parameter ET which determine whether an IPM strategy is carried out. All parameters are fixed in Fig.7 and the initial values are (2.7,2.4,0). As shown in Fig.7 , many complex dynamics of Filippov system (7) The bifurcation diagrams about parameter (i.e., the frequency of forcing terms) that combines with γ to determine the interference intensity are shown in Fig.8 . The issue on how parameter affects dynamic behaviors of Filippov system (7) arouses our curiosity. In Fig.8 , increases from 0 to 2.8 and the initial values are (2.6,2.2,0), which indicates the period → chaos → multiple attractors coexistence → stability process. When ∈ [0.9, 1.1], multiple attractors coexist. When > 2.5, x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) no longer change.
B. MULTIPLE ATTRACTORS COEXISTENCE
From the above, Filippov system (7) with periodic forcing term reveals various dynamic behaviors including multiple attractors coexistence. To do this, the parameters are shown in Fig.9 and different initial values are selected. When γ = 0.8797, there are two coexisting attractors in Filippov system (7). These two attractors have different oscillation patterns under the conditions of different initial values. Another case where the coexistence of two attractors is shown in Fig.10 . According to the bifurcation diagrams about parameter γ , there exists multiple attractors coexistence in [0.86,0.9]. Take ET = 4.359 and γ = 0.8797 as an example, the coexistence of two attractors with two different oscillation patterns is displayed in Fig.10 . Fig.9 and Fig.10 indicate that the initial values of both prey and predator need to be monitored and tracked carefully to control pest successfully. The attraction basins of two different coexisting periodic solutions are shown in Fig.11 . The whole parameter space consists of two regions with different colors. The magenta and green areas respectively represent the attraction regions for the coexisting attractors in Fig.9 . In the other case, the attraction basins of two attractors coexistence are displayed in Fig.12 , which correspond to two attractors of Fig.10 . In particular, there exists a clear boundary line x 1 = ET separating the attraction basins into two parts.
As mentioned above, the coexistence of multiple attractors reveals that the initial densities of two populations (i.e., prey and predator) determine their final states. Next, we are interested in how key parameters affect switching transients and pest control, which are addressed in the next subsection.
C. SWITCHING TRANSIENTS
To address the problem mentioned above, the parameters are fixed as shown in Fig.13 and initial values are different. Let parameter γ (i.e., the forcing amplitude) and ET change to simultaneously show this in more details. In Fig.13(A)-(B) , when t ∈ [0, 600], switching transients of Filippov system (7) generate, and the attractor switches from the larger amplitude to the smaller amplitude. Similarly, Fig.13(C)-(D) indicate that the switching transients with different ET appear, which have less switching time and similar amplitudes of their final states. Compared Fig.13 (E)-(F) with Fig.13(A)-(D) , there exists the shortest switching time and larger amplitudes of their final states.
Accordingly, in Fig.13 , if the maximum density value of pest populations is between ET and EIL, the main goal of the IPM strategy is achieved. In this case, the switching transients are good for pest control.
However, Fig.14 indicates that switching transients may be harmful to the success of pest control once the coexistence of numerous attractors or chaos occurs. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of TPC and IPM, a novel Filippov Holling II prey-predator model with periodic forcing term is proposed.
Our main aim is to analyze its complex dynamics and to address the issue of pest control.
In reference [6] , γ (1 − cos( t)) is the periodic forcing, where γ is the amplitude of the forcing term and is its frequency. The periodic forcing of this paper is a Fourier series and shown in Fig.1 , which indicates that the forcing amplitude decreases and the forcing frequency increases as the number of forcing items increases. The sliding mode dynamics of the proposed system by applying the Utkin's equivalent control method [38] is obtained, and the existence domain of the sliding surface is also addressed. Fig.2-Fig.4 show that the Filippov system has the globally stable sliding periodic solution which always lies in the sliding region.
Compared with Tang et al. [6] , the bifurcation diagrams associated with key parameters (i.e., γ and ET ) of the Filippov system are displayed, but also the bifurcation diagrams of are presented. For instance, the bifurcation diagrams about γ are shown in Fig.8 , the bifurcation diagrams about indicate the period → chaos → multiple attractors coexistence → stability process. Various complex dynamics of the system are revealed by the numerical bifurcation analysis, which include multiple attractors coexistence, switching transients and chaotic phenomena. In particular, attraction basins of two attractors coexistence of the system are displayed in Fig.11 and Fig.12 , which indicate that these two populations could be monitored and tracked carefully depending on their initial density.
Numerical investigations related to the switching transients are shown in Fig.13 , and their actual biological implications are also addressed. If attractors with different oscillates patterns coexist, then the pest can be controlled. While the pest may outbreak with small change of parameters.
All in all, it follows from the ideals [47] that a planar impulsive semi-dynamic may be considered into the proposed Filippov system in this paper. The problem is how factors have effects on complex dynamic behaviors and the outcome of pest control, which include key parameters such as γ (i.e., the forcing amplitude), ET , (i.e., the forcing frequency), q 1 (i.e., killing rate) and τ (i.e., releasing rate), and switching transients, a future research direction.
